In a recent note [1] Wintner proved the following interesting result. Theorem 1. Consider the two equations
(a) u" + f(t)u = 0, (b) v" + g(t)v = 0.
If there exist two linearly independent solutions of (la), Ui and u2 , such that J ( I Wi I2 + I |s) | / -g \ dt < oo (2) then every solution of (lb) can be written in the form
This is an extension of known stability results, see [2] , to which it reduces if we assume that all solutions of (la) are bounded as t -+ oo.
Let us now show that we can obtain a generalization of this result following the method used in our book [2] , to establish the Hukuwara stability theorem, of which this will be an extension. 
as t -* oo.
The norms of matrices and vectors are taken to be respectively TV. | xti \ and I x< I- 
